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ABSTRACT 
Today's credit card issuers are facing a number of simultaneous challenges. This 
paper aims at providing suggestions for credit card issuers to reassess their marketing 
direction in HK. I have also illustrated default risk of credit card users. 
Card issuers should improve product varieties, service quality and design 
innovative credit card services valuable to users since HK users concem more on 
physical functions. Card issuers should design attractive and reasonable loan 
packages, and clearly communicate to users. Aggressive marketing campaign uses 
low-interest rates and debt consolidation would contribute little to long-term customer 
loyalty. High-end credit cards should maintain premium services, image and price. 
Credit bureaus should design flexible charging system to suit different shops in 
order to increase shops' acceptance of credit card purchase. They should promote 
better life style at low initiation costs, in order to stimulate their card usage and 
increase roll-over card balances. Promotion program in card application should 
include heavy advertisements on public media, referral program and invitation-to-
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application. Sponsoring an event can promote issuer's image but card issuers should 
be careful in its sponsorship choice. Advertisements should focus on usefulness, 
convenience and reliability of using the credit card. 
Card issuers should focus narrowly on their sights, identify and capture the most 
profitable customers within a niche, namely, heavy users and interest-bearing users. 
Interest-bearing users in the paper refer to credit card users who roll over card 
balances of more than HK$15,000 on average each month. They seldom save. 
Promotion should be on advertising in high-end restaurants, car agents, etc. Heavy 
users in the paper refer to credit card users who have credit card balances to monthly 
revenue ratio more than 51% on average. Compared to interest-bearing users, heavy 
users would have more saving and plan for their future. Referral program would be 
effective for heavy user. 
Invitation-to-apply maybe the underlying cause of the increasing default rate -
people in the most financial difficulty are more likely to take the offers. Users can 
easily borrow three to seven times of their average revenues by using credit cards, 
without going through further credit checking. As users' financial situation may 
change, card issuers should adopt on-going and regular financial check. They should 
motivate users to present their updated income evidences and maintain constant two-
way communication with users. 
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Today's credit card issuers are facing a number of simultaneous challenges: an 
increasingly competitive marketplace, rapidly rising customers' switching rates, and 
skyrocketing bad debt rates. 
Many creditworthy customers use their credit cards only for emergencies or for 
occasional convenience purchases, while keeping their monthly charges paid in full to 
avoid paying interest fees. Without customers who revolve their balances and keep 
their accounts current, credit card issuers cannot make a profit. Mere credit-
worthiness at the time of solicitation or issue is not a sufficient criterion upon which 
to base marketing programs, the credit card industry is reassessing its marketing 
options. Credit card marketers begin to focus more narrowly their sights and capture 
the most profitable customers within a niche. 
Credit card issuers are increasingly aware that their customers' satisfaction, and 
quality of service are key factors for customer retention. Moreover, the credit card 
industry is under pressure from politicians, consumer advocacy organizations, and 
t 
financial pundits. Some credit card issuers approve credit card application without , 
seriously considering customers' financial situation and creditworthiness. They are 
blamed to cause indirectly many suicides and family tragedy in the society during 
these years. 
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In this paper, I shall try to illustrate those important aspects of credit card 
functions that Hong Kong customers are looking. I shall also analyze the effective 
marketing program for card issuers and also default/financial risk of customers. 
This paper aims at providing insights for credit card marketers to reassess their 
marketing direction in Hong Kong. Credit card heavy users and interest-bearing users 
will be discussed as related to their demographics information and consumption 
behaviors. 
In the following section, I shall first discuss the methodology and important 
findings of my research regarding Hong Kong credit card users' choices and 
behaviors. I then analyze the results and describe two types of users - interest-bearing 
users and heavy users. After that, I shall put forward appropriate recommendations for 




Different stages of the project methodology are illustrated in table 1. 
TABLE 1 
THE METHODOLOGY OF THE PROJECT. 
Stage Objectives Source/Method 
Secondary Obtain basic information, Library and internet search: 
Research for example, current journals, periodicals, reference books, newspaper, 
marketing situation of Government Statistics, and reports, credit card 
credit card issuers, promotion information etc 
demographic information 
in HK, general retail 
consumption per year, etc. 
Observation Obtain first-hand Shopping centers, restaurants and shops in 
information of credit card different districts of Hong Kong and at different 
usage and credit card times, 
marketing approach in 
HK. 
Focus Group Give basic framework for Groups of two to three HK credit card users are 
the questionnaires invited to discuss the general issues on credit 
card, for example, their problems and 
expectations in using credit card, etc. 
Questionnaire Collect detailed Field procedures - personal interview (interrupt 
information and opinion respondents) or self-written survey (through 
from samples electronic mail). 
Data Coding Quantitative analyze the Software: SPSS, Excel, etc. 
questionnaire findings 
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The output of this methodology is my research findings discussed in the next 
section. The followings are additional information for the questionnaire. 
Sample 
The research sample represents population of all people living in Hong Kong. I 
have delivered about 230 copies and received 148 completed questionnaires. Among 
them, 42% of them are females and 58% are males. 
Basic Contents of the Questionnaire 
The research questionnaire, as shown in appendix, is designed according to 
information found from secondary research, observation and focus group. It aims at 
collecting more detailed information about Hong Kong credit card users - their 
expectation, card usage, financial situation and consumption pattern. As this research 
studies only credit card users living in Hong Kong, the first questionnaire question is 
designed to screen respondents. All people do not living in Hong Kong are not 
required to proceed the questionnaire. 
In order to "ask the right questions to the right respondents", I have classified 
respondents into four main classes: 
1. Respondents have at least one primary card should answer questions about credit 
card usage and their financial situations. ‘ 
2. Respondents have at least one secondary card paid by themselves should also 
answer questions about credit card usage and their financial situations 
3. Respondents have secondary cards paid by primary cardholders do not require to 
answer questions about their own financial situations. It is because their financial 
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situation would not affect the payback ability of the credit cards. 
4. Respondents do not have any credit card should answer questions about their 
credit card expectation only. They would be the untapped market for current 
credit card industry. 
Besides, some questions would study respondents' total number of credit cards, 
type of credit cards and frequency of card usage. Benefits of credit card respondents 
concerned (in term of physical and psychological functions of credit card, issuers' 
services and financial risk, etc.) are as well studied in the questionnaire. I have also 
asked the channels of respondents' get known to credit card. 
Financial situations of respondents are studied by asking their credit card limit, 
monthly card payment and consumption pattern. The last but not the least, is the 
demographic information of respondents. 
Limitation of the Questionnaire 
Due to time limit, the sample size is small compared to totally population. But I 
have tried to obtain more representative respondents by approaching people of 
different gender, education level and occupation in Hong Kong. 
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CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH 
I have delivered about 230 copies and received 148 completed questionnaires (84 
from electronic mails and 64 from personal interviews). The overall success ratio is 
64%. Among them, 42% are female while 58% are male respondents. The following 
findings are obtained: 
General Card Users Distribution 
Credit Card Holding 
Figure 1: 
(Q2) What kind of credit card do you have ？ 
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Among all respondents, 112 have primary credit card(s) and 1 of them has 
secondary card(s) which are paid by themselves (totally 76%). This can be illustrated 
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in figure 1. They are invited to answer all questionnaire questions about their usage of 
credit cards and their financial situations. Twelve of them have secondary cards and 
are paid by the primary cardholders. Their financial situations, thus, do not affect the 
financial risk of the credit cards' issuers. They are invited to answer questions about 
usage of their credit cards only. Still, 23 of all respondents do not have a credit card. 
I invited them to answer questions about their expectations for credit cards because 
they would be the untapped market for the current credit card industry. 
Type ofCredit Card Held 
Although each respondent can have more than one credit card, 121 of them 
choose to hold at least one Visa card (82%). Sixty-seven have Master cards, thirty-
two have American Express and only eight have Diner cards, as shown in figure 2. 
Figure 2: 
Distribution of credit card holdings 
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Different Aspects of Credit Cards 
Important Aspects 
In the questionnaire, all respondents ranked 1, 2，3, 4 and 5 for importance of 
each aspect of credit cards (1 for totally not important and 5 for the most important). 
The averages of all respondents' rankings are calculated (excluding not-applicable 
and missing responses) and shown in the figure 3 on next page. Those with the 
highest rankings are "acceptable by most shops"(ranking of 4.4)，"credit card brings 
you discount in some shops" (ranking of 4) and "others" (ranking of 4). Most 
respondents have suggested other important aspects as "free of annual fee" which can 
also be classified to the aspects of "low credit card service charge." Besides, good 





(Q4) What aspects of credit card are the most irrportant in general ？ 
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Reasons for Not Paying by Credit Card 
In the questionnaires, all respondents also ranked 1, 2, 3，4 and 5 for 
appropriateness of reasons explaining they do not pay by credit card. From the figure 
4，the averages of all respondents' rankings are calculated (excluding not-applicable 
and missing responses). Those with the highest rankings are “ transaction amount is 
too small" (ranking of4.27) and "additional service charge is required for using credit 
card" (ranking of 4.2). 
Figure 4: 
(Q5) Why don't you pay by credit card ？ 
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Marketing Program of Credit Cards 
Effective Marketing Channels to General Users 
Among all primary card holders, the main channels they get to know the card 
issuers are "advertisements of card issuers on public media", "referral by friends and 
relatives", "advertisements of the company/organization the credit card represents" 
and "pre-approved application". The details can be illustrated in figure 6. 
Figure 6: 
How do primary card hoWer know the cards ？ 
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Effective Marketing Channels to High-end Users 
Among all high-end card holders, the main channels they get to know the card 
issuers (figure 7) are similar to those of the general card holders above (figure 6) 
except with different order and proportion. 
Figure 7: 
How do high-end card holders know the cards ？ 
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Default Risk ofCredit Cards 
Total Credit Limit to Revenue Ratio 
For roughly quantitative analysis, total credit limit of each respondent is 
i 
calculated is defined as (average credit limit * total number of credit card). Total 
credit limit/revenue ratio of each respondent is calculated (middle value o fa r ange is 
14 
used for calculation) and the distribution is shown in figure 8. Most respondents have 
the ratio fall between three to seven. 
Figure 8: 
Total Credit Limit/Revenue Ratio 
30 _^  
: ^ ^ * 
Less than 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 Equalor 
1 larger 
than 9 
Credit Card Balances 
Among all respondents, 113 have at least one primary or secondary credit card to 
pay and only they should answer the questions about paying credit card balances. 
Among 113 respondents, fifty (44%) used 11-25% of their monthly revenue to 
pay for credit card balances, based on figure 9. Twenty-five of them used 26-50% to 
pay while twenty of them used 1-10% to pay. 
Figure 9: 
(Q 9) What average percentage of your monthly revenue is paid for 
credit card baknce? 
^ ¾ ! 
0% 1-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76-100% 
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Roll Over of Credit Card Balances 
Among 113 respondents, 53 (47%) sometimes roll over their credit card balances 
to next month. As shown in figure 10，30 of them roll over the balances most o f t h e 
times, 9 of them roll over all the times while only 21 of them never roll over card 
balances to next month. 
Figure 10: 
(Q 10) How often do you roU over credit card baknces to next month ？ Pra^ ^^ ^^ ^ _ : _ 
Never Sometimes, not much M o s t o f t h e times All thetimes 
Roll Over of Card Balances to Revenue Ratio 
In order to study the relationship of respondents' roll-over balances and revenue, 
I have calculated the ratio between the two values (middle value o f a r a n g e is used for 
calculation). After excluding those without credit, card, do not pay the secondary 
cards for themselves and never roll over card balances, only 92 respondents are 
studied for the roll-over balances-revenue ratio. As illustrated from figure 11 on next 
page, fifty-one of them (55%) have the ratio fell between 0 and 0.5 whereas 15 fell 
between 0.6 and 1. 
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Figure 11: 
RoU-over baknces/Revenue Ratio 
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Rejection of Credit Card Application 
Only 16% ofall respondents have been rejected in the application of credit cards. 
The reasons include: 
1. do not have enough income evidence 
2. already have too many credit cards 
3. already have the Visa card of that issuers and are rejected in the application of the 
Master card, etc. 
Interest-bearing Credit Cards Users 
Fourteen interest-bearing users (have average card balances of more than 
HK$15,000 rolled over each month) among all respondents (9.46%). In order to 
study them more closely, I have found out their consumption pattem and demographic 
behaviors in the following. 
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Demographic Characteristics of Interest-bearing 
Credit Card Users 
Consumption pattem 
Based on figure 12, interest-bearing users spend most on travelling and dining 
out as they ranked the highest priority (smallest numerical value) in the question 13 of 
the questionnaire. On contrast, miscellaneous goods and services are the two least 
spending items of them. 
Figure 12: 
Interest-bearing users' consumption pattem 
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As shown in figure 13, about 79% of interest-bearing users are male while 21% 
are female. Number of male users is more than three-folded of that of female users. 
Figure 13: 
Interest-bearing users' gender distribution 
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Nine of them (64%) are between 36-45 years old, as illustrated in figure 14. 
Another 3 respondents are 46-55 years old while 2 are 26-35 years old. No interest-
bearing users found in this research are below 26 or above 55 years old. 
Figure 14: 
Interest-bearing users' age 
mmm 
Below 18 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 Above 55 
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Occupation 
Based on figure 15, five interest-bearing users are professional and four are 
clerical staff. Another 3 are civil servants and 2 are students. No interest-bearing users 
found in this research are unemployed, housewife, blue collar, labour or others. 
Figure 15: 
Interest-bearing users' occupation 
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Home condition 
As shown in figure 16, six interest-bearing users rented their homes, four lived in 
homes rented/owned by their relatives, three users lived in homes of company 
provision. Just one has self-owned or mortgage home. 
Figure 16: 
Interest-bearing users' home condition 
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Education 
Among all respondents, 8 of them (57%) have secondary education. The 
remaining has received college or university education. That means, all interest-
bearing users have at least secondary education level. Please refer figure 17 for 
details. 
Figure 17: 
Interest-bearing users' education level 
mmmm:\ 
Primary level or below Secondary level College & university Postgraduate level or 
level above 
Credit Card Behaviors of Interest-bearing 
Credit Card Users 
Nine interest-bearing users (64%) roll over card balances most of the times, as 
shown in figure 18. All of them roll over more than HK$15,000 card balances each 
month on average (by definition of "interest-bearing users"). 
Figure 18: 
Interest-bearing users' roU-over frequency 
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Never Sometimes, not much M o s t o f t h e times All the times 
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Heavy Credit Cards Users 
Twenty-three heavy users (with 51% or more of revenue paying for credit card 
balances on average) among all respondents (15.5%). In order to study them more 
closely, I have found out their consumption pattem and demographic behaviors in the 
following. 
Demographic Characteristics ofHeavy 
Credit Card Users 
Consumption pattern 
Figure 19: 
Heavy users' consunption behaviors 
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Based on figure 19, heavy users spend most on clothing and footwear, 
miscellaneous goods and recreation as they ranked the highest priority (smallest 
numerical value) in the question 13 of the questionnaire. 
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Gender 
As shown in figure 20, 78% of heavy users are male while 22% are female. This 
result approximates to gender distribution for the interest-bearing users. 
Figure 20: 
Heavy users' gender distribution 
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Age 
Fifteen of them (65%) are between 26-35 years old, as illustrated in figure 21. 
Another 5 fall between 18-25 age group while 1 is 36-45 and 2 are 46-55 years old. 
No heavy user found in this research is below 18 or above 55. 
Figure 21: 
Heavy users' age distribution 
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Occupation 
Based on figure 22, fourteen heavy users are clerical staff. Occupations of 
remaining are diverse - student, professional, civil servant, technician and labour. 
No heavy users found in this research are unemployed, housewife and others. 
Figure 22: 
Heavy users' occupation distribution 
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Home condition 
Figure 23: 
Heavy users' home condition _ i i : _ g a 
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Twelve of them live in homes rented by their relatives and ten of them rented their 




Heavy users' education level 
^ W ^ M 
Primary level or below Secondary level College & university Postgraduate level or 
level above 
As illustrated in figure 24, about 65% of heavy users have secondary education 
level. Six of them have attained college or university and two have attained 
postgraduate studies. All heavy users have at least secondary education level. 
Credit Card Behaviors of Heavy 
Credit Card Users 
Roll over frequency 
Based on figure 25, fifteen heavy users (65%) roll over card balances most of the 
times. One roll over all the times, two roll over sometimes while five never roll over 
credit card balances to next month. 
Figure 25: 
Heavy users' frequency of roDing over card balances 
^mi^ 
Never Sometimes, not much Most of the times All the tunes 
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Roll over card balances 
Except 5 of them never roll over card balances, there are two main distinct 
segments ofheavy users in amount of average roll over balances — eight of them (44%) 
roll over HK$2,499 or less while seven of them (38%) roll over HK$10,000-19,999 
card balances on average each month, from figure 26. 
Figure 26: 
Heavy users' roU-over average 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH F I N D ^ G S 
In this section, I shall analyze the research findings in term of general card users 
distribution, different aspects of credit cards, credit card usage, default risk of credit 
card and effective marketing program. 
General Card Users Distribution 
About three-quarters of respondents in this research have owned primary or 
secondary credit card(s) and most of them have Visa or Master credit card. This is 
consistent with my observation during the research. 
Different Aspects of Credit Cards 
Physical Functions Vs Psychological Functions 
4 
When credit card is introduced to Hong Kong decade ago, its psychological 
functions are strongly emphasized in promotion. Examples of psychological 
functions include: one credit card can bring to you superior prestige and image, or 
another credit card can provide care for you and your family when you are overseas, 
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etc. 
However, it is a totally different story today. Regarding the research conducted 
recently, I find that respondents concem more on *physical functions than on 
2psychological functions. Specifically, "credit card brings you discount" has ^ranking 
of 4 while "superior prestige" has ranking of2.47. 
The changes of card users' expectation are due to rapid developments of local 
economy and the society as a whole. After years of penetration of credit cards, 
higher proportion of Hong Kong people is able to own credit card and most Hong 
Kong people no longer believe credit card alone can bring them self-esteem or 
confidence. In addition, average Hong Kong people become more educated and are 
looking for something more than psychological aspects from credit cards. 
Card Issuers Vs Co-branding Partners 
Card issuers' services and reputation (rankings are 3.73 & 3.1 respectively) are 
more important to respondents, compared with representation/contribution of certain 
organization (rankings are 2.27 & 2.73 respectively). This reveals that co-branding 
card can attract users to apply/use, only if the card issuers provide excellent services 
and have strong reputation. 
‘Examples of physical functions are service quality, acceptance by most shops and discount in credit 
card purchase etc. 
2 Examples of psychological functions are superior prestige and contribution/representation of certain 
organization etc. 
3 The ranking is from 1 to 5, with 1 to be least important and 5 the most important. All rankings 
following have the same scheme. 
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Price Conscious Credit Card Users 
Respondents apply the credit card because of low service charge (ranking of 3.4) 
and they do not pay by credit cards because of additional charge required (ranking 
4.2). As users aware "price", they are price-conscious. They would switch their 
credit card issuers easily because of price and therefore are less loyal. 
Credit Cards Usage 
Most respondents pay credit card balances by using only 11 to 25% of their 
average revenues. They sometimes roll over their card balances with amount less 
than 5% of their average revenues. The credit card usage is not fully saturated, even 
among current users. Credit card users sometimes have negative perception and 
difficulties in using credit card. According to the research, these problems are, 
namely, transaction amount is too small, additional charge is required for credit card 
purchase and in-acceptance by some shops. 
Default Risk ofCredit Cards 
Although rejection rate of card application is low in the research, the rejection 
reasons given by issuers are self-explainable. Card issuers should have already carried 
4 
out professional and in-depth study before they issue credit cards. The skyrocketing 
bad debt rate should be due to some other reasons. For example, applicants willfully 
withhold material information or their financial situations are changed after they 
received the credit cards. The monitoring process for withholding information 
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would be difficult because issuers do not have rights and resources to investigate all 
applicants' background. Obviously, the issuers do not know how many credit card 
applicants are having if they do not declare honestly. 
Almost 80% of respondents holding credit card have total credit limit to revenue 
ratio fell between three to seven. Respondents can easily borrow three to seven 
times of their average revenues by using credit cards, without going through further 
credit checking or authorization. 
This exposes card issuers to high default/financial risk as users' financial 
circumstances may change. Job loss and financial mismanagement are the leading 
causes of personal bankruptcy. Some users exhaust credit up to card limit without 
repay before they immigrate. It is not difficult to find from local newspapers that 
some people have misused credit cards and finally commit suicide solely because they 
cannot solve their financial dilemma. Card issuers should prohibit such risky 
situation continues. 
Effective Marketing Program 
Effective Marketing Program for General Users 
Effective marketing program includes card issuers' advertisements on public 
media, referral and invitation-to-apply solicitation. Invitation-to-apply is one of the 
4 
marketing tactics draw issuers' attention. It maybe the underlying cause of the 
increasing default rate 一 people in the most financial difficulty or in the lower- to 
middle-class income groups are more likely to take the offers. Surprisingly, the 
cross promotion (by the bank users currently using) is not successful to stimulate 
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credit card application. Thanks to development of information technology and 
convenience of money transfer in Hong Kong. Credit card users easily transfer 
money from their saving banks to pay credit card. As a result, they fmd lower 
incentive to arrange saving/current and credit card accounts in the same bank. This 
provides one reason to explain why so many banks with huge general customer base, 
still suffer relatively low credit card market share. 
As in the research, high-end card users have similar marketing channels and 
expectation on credit cards, compared with other cards. As long as high-end cards 
are marketed similarly as cards in general (such as annual fee waived), users would 
have no reason to look at them differently. 
Mass marketing without segmentation is becoming a thing of the past, as 
card issuers focus narrowly their sights, identify and capture the most profitable 
customers within a niche. In the following, I shall discuss the two profitable 
niches — interest-bearing users and heavy users. 
Effective Marketing Program for Interest-bearing Users 
According to the research, typical interest-bearing credit card users are male, 36-
45 years old, with secondary education levels, are professional or clerical staff and 
rent their homes. Nevertheless, according to general observation, interest-bearing 
users are professional with high salaries. The discrepancy comes from limitation of 
the research. As I have found out only 14 interest-bearing users from the sample, the 
small group is not representative for the whole segment of interest-bearing users in 
Hong Kong. 
They roll over their card balances most of their times, with amount average more 
than HK$15,000. They spend most on travelling, dining out, and clothes and 
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footwear. This may provide a simple demographic information for typical interest-
bearing users. 
Typical interest-bearing users are within the "golden" working class in Hong 
Kong. They are good at eaming and at spending as well. Upon the time, they 
seldom save, do not concern future and not bother to buy their own homes yet. 
Effective Marketing Program for Heavy Users 
According to the research, typical heavy credit card users are male, 26-35 years 
old, with secondary education levels, are clerical staff and living in homes rented by 
their relatives or themselves. Similarly, small group of heavy users (23) brings the 
same limitation of interest-bearing users, as above. According to general 
observation, heavy users would be with higher education level. 
They always roll over their card balances. They roll over balances usually are 
less than 2,500 or between 10,000 and 20,000. The phenomenon of two distinct 
segments would be due to research bias or actual situation. Further research 
studying the roll over balances in-depth can find out the answers. Besides, heavy 
users spend most on clothing and footwear, miscellaneous goods and recreation. 
Heavy users are within "green" working group. They enjoy gathering with 
friends. They spend more than they have eamed sometimes, but would clear card 
balances once they have money. Compared to interest-bearing users, heavy users 




After analyzing research findings above, I have some recommendations to Hong 
Kong credit card issuers. Those recommendations focus on how to satisfy current 
user，needs, which marketing program is effective, and how to attract future heavy 
and interest-bearing users. In the following, I am going to discuss marketing 
recommendations in the four Ps' format (Product, Price, Place and Promotion) first 
and then discuss the recommendations for dealing with default risks. 
Product 
Functional Aspects of Credit Cards 
Hong Kong card users concem more on physical functions. Card issuers should 
highly prioritize on designing and packaging credit card services. Since Hong Kong 
credit card market has been penetrated well, credit card services should be innovative, 
revolutionary and valuable to users. For examples, "Smart" credit card -- users can 
use one single card for shopping, dining out, making overseas calls on public phone, 
transportation, and parking. Under thorough cooperation among different parties and 
further technological investments, credit cards should also provide functions of 
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"Octopus", that is, stored value payment for main public transportation in Hong 
Kong. 
Co-branding Partners of Credit Cards 
As a marketing tool, co-branding credit card brings card issuer broader customer 
base. Nevertheless, they cannot retain customers if customers are not satisfied with 
the card issuer's services. Card issuers should improve their product varieties and 
service quality, in higher priority to representation of certain organization. 
Price 
"First-year annual card fee waived" is one of the strongest attractive points in the 
credit card competition few years ago. Nowadays, it becomes a basic rule. Cutthroat 
price competition is no longer a guarantee for high application and strong loyalty. 
This kind of campaign often uses low-interest "teaser" rates, debt consolidation and 
other similar marketing ploys that contribute little to long-term customer loyalty. 
Card loan interest rate and calculation of loan period are highly diverse among 
different credit cards. Card issuers use various ways of promotion to attract users. 
Some presentation ways are unfavorable to general users. 
Example 1 
Although a card issuer heavily advertised its low interest rate, they never talk 
about their calculation method of loan period - they charge interest from cut-off day 




Some issuers charge extremely high penalty on users if customers do not pay 
their minimum balance of their credit card before the given due date. 
Whether these issuers ethical or not is extremely arguable, but users have the 
rights to know. As responsible card issuers, they should carefully design attractive 
and reasonable loan packages and clearly communicate to users. (Loan packages are 
in term of interest rate, calculation of loan period, penalty of late payment and other 
service charges.) They should also educate card users on distinguishing other issuers' 
tricks, if any. In this way, the card issuers can build up a positive image of "honest", 
"reliable" and "moral" - an issuer who always tell users the truth without gimmick. 
I propose no annual fee waived for high-end credit cards. Instead, card issuers 
should provide premium services to satisfy niche of high-end users. They should 
position themselves with superior image and services, and all users of that card have 
superior prestige. According to my research, Diners credit card is not very popular in 
the Hong Kong high-end market. It cannot provide distinctive and non-substitutable 
services to card users. 
Place 
In order to increase acceptance of credit card purchase in shops, credit bureaus 
(Visa/Master) should improve its relationship with shops and encourage them to 
accept credit card purchase. For instance, they may lease card transaction machines 
to shops, provide training and maintenance support for free. 
High card transaction fee charged on shops is still a head-ached problem for 
many shops. The credit bureaus should design flexible charging system to suit 
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different shops, in order to build good business relationship with shops and maintain 
transaction cost as well. For example, instead of charging them at certain percentage 
of consumption amount per transaction, they can introduce fixed service charge per 
month. Service charges can be adjusted for different shops, according to accumulated 
transaction volume, creditability of shops and relationship with the card issuers. 
Promotion 
Promotion for General Credit Card Users 
Card issuers' heavy advertisements on public media are necessary because a lot 
of respondents get to know their card issuers through media advertisements. Currently, 
many issuers sponsored ^public events of different types in order to promote their 
images and enhance their presence in the marketplace. Card issuers should be careful 
in its sponsorship choice and be sure to work closely with the organization 
responsible for the event. 
As Hong Kong people nowadays concern physical functions and the sponsorship 
cannot communicate the uniqueness and advantages of owning that credit card, 
customers would not be simulated directly. In other words, effective advertisements 
should focus on usefulness, convenience and reliability of using the credit card. 
Attractive referral program can also stimulate current users to recommend the 
I 
credit card to their friends and relatives. Relational marketing (cross promotion by the 
banks users currently used) and advertising on internet are not very effective upon the 
time. 
4 Examples of public events are pop music concert, musical opera, tennis competition and film show. 
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In general, roll-over of card balance can be stimulated by various incentives to 
consume. For example, luxury travelling, car, jewelry and diamond, PC, trendy 
clothes and footwear. In short, card issuers should promote better life style at low 
initiation costs for users, with remaining balances pay by credit cards for a long 
period. 
Promotion for Interest-bearing Credit Card Users 
Interest-bearing users should also be "impulse buyers" who seldom plan for long 
horizon. As they always roll over high amount of card balances, their card issuers 
can gain much from interest incomes. 
In order to attract more interest-bearing users and encourage them to use the 
cards, credit card issuers' promotion should tailor-made the card services according to 
interest-bearing users' consumption patterns and demographic characteristics. 
Card issuers should consider issue co-branding card represents the "consumption 
zones" —travel agents, high-end restaurants, hotels, car agents or repairing centers, 
shops selling golf products, shops selling audio and visual instruments, etc. 
Incentives include great discount or ability to purchase the latest version of the 
products by using the credit card. 
Invitation-to-apply solicitation uses lists obtained from credit bureaus that 
provide names of individuals whose qualifications are based on reported credit-
worthiness. This may raise interest-bearing users' card application rate in short-term. 
In long run, typical interest-bearing users receive too much solicitation from different 
card issuers and soon get tired of solicitation. Moreover, individual customer's 
circumstances can change dramatically in the months it takes from the initial list 
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selection to the mailing and acceptance of a credit card. Consequently, card issuers 
should focus promotion on the "consumption zones" of interest-bearing users as soon 
as possible, before other competitors do. 
Promotion for Heavy Credit Card Users 
In order to increase transaction service charge and loan interest, card issuers 
should approach heavy users and encourage them to roll over balances. Promotion 
should tailor-made their services according to heavy users' consumption pattem and 
demographic characteristics. For example, card issuers should promote and 
encourage credit card usage in heavy users' "consumption zones" -- Karaoke, 
motorbike agents or repairing centers, shops selling latest fashion, game station. 
The referral program would be one of the effective marketing programs for 
typical heavy users because they spend much time with friends and colleagues. 
Incentives examples include free concert tickets or free bunch of flowers delivered to 
the girl when a boy recommend his girlfriend to apply a new card. 
Some credit card issuers in Hong Kong have recognized the significance of 
heavy user group and issue younger collection of credit cards. Those cards have 
revolutionary and energetic design. They bring users discounts when using in many 
heavy users' consumption zones. The issuers also regularly sponsor many trendy and 
non-main-stream event, for example, Rock and Roll concerts. The main objectives of 
s 
these issuers are to build long-term relationship with potential heavy users. They hope 
all these young customers will finally turn to card users of their regular cards. They 
are trying to win customers by their products, image and long term relationship. 
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Default Risk 
With aggressive promotion, card issuers should also protect themselves 
from default risk. Invitation-to-apply draws issuers' attention because it maybe the 
underlying cause of the increasing default rate - people in the most financial difficulty 
or in the lower- to middle-class income groups are more likely to take the offers. They 
should improve the credit monitoring process. Generally, card issuers perform only 
one-shot financial check when new users apply and then seldom update afterwards. 
Card issuers should understand the advantages and needs in adopting on-going 
and regular financial check. Users can be encouraged to present their updated income 
evidences by providing free gift, additional gift redemption points and lower loan 
interest rate. Card issuers should maintain constant two-way communication with 
users. If some users are lost in contact for quite a long period, card issuers should 




In order to survive in the highly competitive credit card industry with smart and 
highly mobile users, a credit card issuer should differentiate itself among competitors. 
Merely with “annual fee waived" or “low credit card interest rate’，would not win 
substantially since they can be imitated by competitors easily. 
Card issuers should aware current card users' expectations, in term of product, 
price, place and promotion. They should have more specific focuses, identify and 
capture the most profitable customers within niches - heavy users and interest-bearing 
users. 
Card issuers should improve their product varieties，service quality and design 
innovative credit card services valuable to users. Aggressive marketing campaign 
uses low-interest "teaser" rates, debt consolidation and other similar marketing ploys 
that would contribute little to long-term customer loyalty, bistead of using tricky 
promotion ways to trap users, card issuers should design attractive and reasonable 
loan packages and clearly communicate to users. (Loan packages are in term of 
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interest rate, calculation of loan period, penalty of late payment and other service 
charges.) They should help users to identity other issuers' tricks, if any. By 
communicating, card issuers can build up responsible and positive image. High-end 
credit cards should not be marketed in the same way of general cards. They should 
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position as premium services and image for their high service charges. 
In order to maintain good business relationship with shops and cover transaction 
cost as well, credit bureaus should design flexible charging system to suit different 
shops. This increases shops' acceptance of credit card purchase and indirectly 
encourages users to purchase by credit cards. 
General promotion program of card issuers includes heavy advertisements on 
public media and referral program. Sponsorship of public events would help issuers 
to promote image and reinforce presence in long run only. Card issuers should be 
careful in their sponsorship choice and be sure to work closely with the organizations 
responsible for the events. Advertisements should focus on usefulness, convenience 
and reliability of using the credit cards. Card issuers should promote better life style at 
low initiation costs, in order to stimulate their card usage and magnify roll-over card 
balances. 
Promotion targeted on small segments should be tailor-made according to 
target users' consumption patterns and demographic characteristics. For interest-
bearing users, promotion should focus on advertising in their "consumption zones" 
(high-end restaurants, car agents, etc.). For heavy users, referral program would be 
effective because they like to gather with friends and colleagues. Invitation-to-apply 
solicitation to typical interest-bearing users and heavy users would raise card 
application rate only in short-term. 
Card issuers do not have right and resources to investigate all applicants' 
background. They should protect themselves from defaultTmancial risk. 
Invitation-to-apply draws issuers' attention because it may be the underlying cause of 
the increasing default rate. People in the most financial difficulty or in the lower- to 
middle-class income groups are more likely to take the offers. Besides, individual 
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customer's circumstances would change dramatically from the time of initial list 
selection to acceptance of credit card. Card issuers should adopt on-going and 
regular financial checks of card users. They could motivate users to present their 
updated income evidences and maintain constant two-way communication with users. 
In conclusion, every Hong Kong credit card issuer should M\y understand its 
strengths and weaknesses before it matches with the opportunities and overcomes the 
threats in the industty Further research on individual card issuer's comparative 





The organization (including school, department store, community charity and 
members' club) which is represented by a co-brand credit card. The representation 
may, although not necessarily, include co-operation of profitable or non-profitable 
business between the organization and the card issuers. 
Credit Card: 
Credit cards issued in Hong Kong, which include personal credit card, including 
secondary cards and co-branding cards. Corporate cards are excluded in the 
questionnaire. 
Credit Card Consumers: 




Credit card users who consistently have large value in credit card balances to monthly 




In this research analysis, I define high-end credit cards as Visa Gold card, Master 
Gold card, American Express Gold card, American Express Gold Credit Card and 
Diner Credit card. 
Interest-bearing users 
Credit card users who consistently have huge card balances rolled over. Numerically, I 
classified those have average balances of more than HK$15,000 as interest-bearing 
users. 
Invitation-to-apply solicitation 
Invitation-to-apply solicitation uses lists obtained from credit bureaus that provide 
names of individuals whose qualifications are based on reported credit-worthiness. 
Middle value of credit card balances range 
For simplicity of calculation in this analysis, I have used middle value for each credit 
card balances option (as shown in question 11 of the questionnaire). I also assumed 




MIDDLE VALUE OF CREDIT CARD BALANCES RANGE 
Option Range Middle value 
a Below 1000 ^ 0-999 m 
b 1000-2499 1750 
c 2500 -4999 3750 
d 5000 - 7499 6250 
e 7500 - 9999 8750 
f 10000 - 14999 12500 
g 1500- 19999 17500 
i 20000 or above ^ 20000 - 40000 30000 
TABLE 3 
MIDDLE VALUE OF REVENUE RANGE 
O p t i o n “ R a n g e Middle value~" 
a Below 1000 ^ 0-999 ! ^ 
b 1000 -4999 3000 
c 5000 -9999 7500 
d 10000-19999 15000 
e 20000 - 29999 25000 
f 30000 - 39999 35000 
g 40000 - 49999 45000 
h 50000 - 59999 55000 
i 60000 or above ^ 60000 - 100000 80000 
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Middle value of revenue range 
For simplicity of calculation in this analysis, I have used middle value for each 
revenue option(as shown in question 19 of the questionnaire). I also assumed lower 
and upper limit as HK$0 and HK$100,000. Please refer to table 3 below. 
Roll-over balances-revenue ratio 
Roll-over credit card balances / revenue (middle values of range are used for 
calculation). The possible range of this ratio is broad: 0.00625 to 60. For better 
illustration, I have focused on the more reasonable segmentation for the graph: 0-0.5, 
0.6-1，1-1.5, 1.6-2 and larger than 2. 
Total credit card limit 
For roughly quantitative analysis, total credit limit of each respondent is calculated is 
defined as (average credit limit * total number of credit card). 
Total credit limit-revenue ratio 
Total credit limit / revenue (middle value of a range is used for calculation) 
Using credit card or paid by credit card 




QUESTIONNAIRE (ENGLISH VERSION) 
Reference No. E 
Hi! I am a MBA student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Currently, I am 
working on a marketing research studying Hong Kong credit card users. I am glad to 
have your participation. Information obtained in the survey will be used by academic 
research and results will be shown as statistical summary only. All your personal 
information will be kept completely CONFIDENTIAL. 
Please answer the following questions by choosing the letter representing the most 
applicable option(s). Thank you for your cooperation. 
1. Are you now living in Hong Kong? 
a) No (stop, thanks ) b) Yes 
2. What kind of credit card do you have? (Please note: "credit card" here and in this 
questionnaire referred to credit cards issued in Hong Kong, which include 
personal credit card, including secondary cards and co-branding cards.) 
a) At least one primary card 
b) No primary card but at least one secondary card which is paid by you 
c) No primary card but at least one secondary card which is paid by primary card 
holder 
d) None (please go to question 4) 
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3. Which type of credit card you are currently using on average per month. Please fill in the 
following table: 
(N /A stands for "you do not have the card", 
1 stands for "Although you have that type of credit cards, you never use them." 
2 stands for "You have that type of credit cards and seldom use them." 
3 stands for "You have that type of credit cards and sometimes use them." 
4 stands for "You have that type of credit cards and use them every t ime.") 
Type of credit card No. Without Using Frequency 
that card 
None Low Medium High 
A. Visa N/A 1 2 3 ~ 4 
B. Visa, gold N/A 1 2 3 4 — 
C. Master N/A 1 2 3 4 
D. Master, go!d N/A 1 2 3 4 
E. American Express Card N/A 1 2 3 4 
F. American Express Gold Card N/A 1 2 3 4 
G. American Express Credit Card N/A 1 2 3 4 
H. American Express Gold Credit Card N/A 1 2 3 4 
I. Diner Credit Card N/A 1 2 3 4 
J. Others, please specify: N/A 1 2 3 4 
4. In your opinion, what aspects of credit card are the most important in general? 
(1 for totally not important, 5 for the most important, N/A for not applicable) Important 
Not Very 
A. High credit limit 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Acceptable by most shops i 2 3 4 ^ 
C. Gift Redemption Plan i 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ 
D. Traveling Supporting Services (e.g. Overseas services hotline, 1 ~ ~ 1 飞 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ Y 
Travelling insurance, Global purchase protection, etc.) 
E. Good services of front-line/hot-line staff (including short waiting 1 Y ~ % ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 5 ~ 
time, professional and polite, etc.) 
F. Varied supporting services (e.g. low loan interest rate to credit card 1 2 3 4 ^ 
holder, Emergency card replacement, Purchase protection, etc.) 
G. Accurate, comprehensive, updated and clear monthly statement i 2 3 4 5~ 
H. Superior prestige ~ \ 2 3 4 ^ 
I. Good reputation of the credit card issuer i 2 3 4 5~ 
J. Credit card represents an organization/school you like, if N/A ~1 ^ ~ l ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 5 ~ 
applicable 
K. Using that credit card contribute to an organization, if applicable — N/A ~1 ^ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ 
L. The credit card brings you discount in some shops i 2 3 4 T~ 
M.Low credit card loan interest rate i 2 3 4 5~ 
N. Low credit card service charge — i 2 3 4 J~ 
0 . Flexible payment option / Longer repayment period 1 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ ^ ~ 5 ~ 
P. Cash advance \ 2 3 4 5~ 
Q. Others, please specify : — N/A~~1 T " ^ ~ V ~ 5 ~ 
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5. Why don't you pay by credit card? 
(1 for not appropriate, 5 for the most appropriate, N/A for not applicable) 
Appropriate 
Not Most 
A. Your credit card is not accepted by the shop 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Payment by credit card is not secure i 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ 
C. May use more than necessary — i 2 3 4 5~ 
D. Credit card payment takes too long i 2 3 4 5~ 
E. Prefer to pay by cash i 2~~3~~4~~T~ 
F. Transaction amount is too small. i 2 3 4 T~ 
G. Additional service charge is required for using credit card 1 2 3 4 T~ 
H. Forget to use i 2 3 4 T~ 
I. No incentive (e.g. No discount on paying by credit card, no 1 2 3 4 T~ 
benefits on paying by the card) 
J. Others, please specify: —— N/A ~1 2 3 4 5~ 
If"you do not have any credit card", please go to answer question 12 
6. What is your reason to pay by credit card in general? 
(1 for totally not important, 5 for the most important, N/A for not applicable) 
Important 
Not Very 
A. Purchase on Inter-net/by mail/by telephone 1 2 3 4 T ~ 
B. Use issuers，money for about one month at no charge 1 2 3 4 I ~ 
C. Raising points for the gift redemption plan 1 2 3 4 5~~ 
D. Travelling convenience (e.g. Overseas services hotline, do not 1 2 3 4 ~ 
need to exchange foreign currencies, etc.) 
E. Emergencies i 2 3 4 5~~ 
F. Convenience 1 2 3 4 5 “ 
G. Various supporting services provided by issuers (e.g. Purchase 1 2 3 4 ^ 
protection etc.) 
H. Credit card interest rate is lower than other loan interest rates i 2 3 4 5~ 
I. Special prestige i 2 3 4 5~~ 
J. Everyone has one credit card i 2 3 4 5 ~ 
K. Not enough cash with you i 2 3 4 5 “ 
L. Using that credit card can bring contribution to some N/A ~~1 2 3 4 T ~ 
organization, if applicable 
M.Using that credit card can bring discount to you i 2 3 4 厂 
N. Others, please specify: —— — N/A ~~1 2 3 4 T~ 
7. How do you know the credit cards you have applied? 
a) Pre-approved application/invitation-to-apply solicitation 
b) Promotion Campaign by the bank you are using ‘ 
c) Referral by friends and relatives 
d) Advertisements of card issuers on public media 
e) Via Inter-net 
f) Advertisements of the company/organization the credit card represents (applicable only for co-
branding card) 
g) Others, please specify : 
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8. Average credit limit among all valid credit cards you have : HK$ 
I fyou have "No primary card but at least one secondary card which is paid by primary card 
holder", please go to question 12. 
9. What average percentage of your monthly revenue is paid for credit card balance? 
a) 0% b) l % - 1 0 % c) 11%- 25% 
d) 26% - 50% e) 51 % - 75% f) 76% - 100% 
10. How often do you roll over credit card balances to next month? 
a ) Never (please go to question 12) b) Sometimes, not much 
C) Most of the times d) All the times 
11. How much is your average total credit card interest-bearing balances carried over from month to 
month? 
a ) BelowHK$ 1,000 b) H K $ 1,000- 2,499 c) H K $ 2 , 5 0 0 - 4,999 
d) H K $ 5 , 0 0 0 - 7,499 e ) H K $ 7 , 5 0 0 - 9,999 f) HK$10,000- 14,999 
g) HK$15,000-19 ,999 i) HK $ 20,000 or above 
12. Have you been rejected in application of credit card? 
a) Yes — Reason : 
b) No 
13. Please rank the following items according to your monthly expenditure. 
(1 for the smallest, 7 for the largest portion ofexpenditure) 
A. Meals bought away from home 
B. Recreation (e.g. watching film, Karaoke, hanging pub etc.) 
C. Clothing and footwear 
D. Durable goods 
E. Travelling (including tour fee, overseas consumption) 
F. Miscellaneous goods (e.g. alcoholic drink, tobacco, food (excluding meals bought away 
from home), daily necessities etc.) 
t 
G. Miscellaneous services (e.g. fuel and light, Barbara services, Mobile phone service charges etc.) 
14. Sex a) Male b) Female 
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15. Age group 
a ) Below 18 b) 1 8 - 2 5 c) 2 6 - 3 5 
d) 3 6 - 4 5 e ) 4 6 - 5 5 f) Above 55 
16. Occupation (for you main occupation only) 
a) Unemployed b) Housewife c) Student d) Professional 
e) Civil Servant f) Clerical g) Blue-collar h ) Technician 
i) Labor j ) Others, please specify : 
17. What is your permanent home in Hong Kong? 
a) Rented / Owned by Relative b) Self-owned or Mortgage 
c) Company Provision d) Rental 
e) Others, please specify : 
18. Education 
a ) Primary level or below b) Secondary level 
c) College and University level d) Postgraduate level or above 
19. What is the range ofyour average revenue per month 
a ) BelowHK$l,000 b HK$1,000- 4,999 c) HK$ 5,000- 9,999 
d) HK$10,000- 19,999 e ) HK$20,000-29,999 f) HK$30,000 - 39,999 
g) HK$40,000-49,999 h) HK$50,000 - 59,999 i) HK$60,000 orabove 




QUESTIONNAIRE (CHINESE VERSION) 

















信用卡類別 “ |張數|沒有 使用密度 
— 該 種 卡 零 低 厂 中 W ~ 
A. Visa 信用卡 N/A 1 ~ 2 3 4 ~ 
B. 乂丨83信用金卡 — ~ W k ~ 1 2 3 4 ~ 
C .萬事達信用卡 — N/A ~~ i 2 3 r ~ 
D-萬事達信用金卡 Wk i 2 3 r ~ 
E .美國運通卡 _ R ? ^ 1 2 3 r ~ 
F .美國運通金卡 — N/A ~ " i 2 3 ~ 
G.美國運通信用卡 " H f 1 2 3 r ~ 
H.美國運通信用金卡_ Wk""- 1 2 3 
I -大來信用証 WT ~ i 2 3 r ~ 
J- 其他，請說明 N/A ~ " i 2 3 4 “ 
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4. 一般來說，你認爲那一項信用卡的特性是最重要？ 重要 
(請以1爲完全不重要，5爲最重要，N/A爲不適用) 不輕 最重要 
~ 高 信 用 額 1 2 3 4 5 
B.大多數店舖接受 i““2““3““4““！“ 
^積分換領計劃的禮品豐富易換 1 1 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ 
^旅行支援服務(例如:海外查詢熱線，旅遊意外保險等） — 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 4— 5 




H .地位超然 i““2““3““4““r" 
I .信用卡公司的聲譽良好 i ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3““ 4““ r " 
J-該信用卡代表一間你喜歡的團體或學校(如適用） N/A 1 ~ 2 “ “ 3 ~ ~ 4 “ “ ~ 
K.每使用該信用卡便能對某團體有貢獻(如適用） WK 1 2 ~ ~ ~ 4 “ “ — 
L.在某些店舖使用該信用卡可得優惠 — 1 2 ~““ 4 ““~ 
M.信用卡結欠利率比一般信用卡公司低 • 1 ~1.““3~~4““~ 
N.信用卡各項服務費低 i““2““3““4““~ 
0.靈活還款/特長還款期 i““2““3““4“““ 
P .可以透支現金 i““2““3““4““!~ 
Q.其他，請說明 |N/A| 1 2 3 4 5 
5 .你王^1 1 1 ^ ±消費的理由是什麼？ 合適 
(請以1爲完全不合適，5爲最合適，N/A爲不適用) ^ 船適 
[店舖不接受你的信用卡 1 2 3 4 5 
B.使用信用卡不安全 i““2““3““4“““ 
C.容易花費多於需要 — 1 ~ 1 “ “ 3 “ “ 4 “ “ ~ 
D.使用信用卡付款需時太久 — 1 2 ~ “ “ 4 “ “ r 
E .喜歡付現金 — i~~2““3““4““5~ 
F .消費銀碼太少 i~~2““3““4““~ 
G.使用信用卡需付額外附加費 
H .忘記用 i ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3““ 4““ r " 
L沒有推動力(例如沒有消費積分，在該店舖沒有購物優惠等） i ““ 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ““~ 





(請以1爲完全不重要，5爲最重要，N/A爲不適用） 不fi要 最重要 
匸在互聯網上/以郵寄方式/以電話方式購物 1 2 3 4 p ~ 
B.能運用信用卡公司的錢約一個月而毋須支付利息 ！_ _？_ _ ? _ _ ^ _ _L _ 
c.正儲積分，換領禮品 ！_ _？_ _ 3 _ _ ^ _ _L _ 
D.旅行比較方便(例如：海外查詢熱線，免除外幣找換等) ） ！__？__？__^__L _ 
E .緊急情形 ！ _ _ 1 _ _？ _ _ t _ _ L . 
F " ^ 一 1 2 3 4 5 
G.信用卡公司有眾多支援服務(例如：購物保障計劃等 ） ！ _ _ ？ _ _ 3 _ _ 4 _ _ L 
H.信用卡結欠利率比一般借貸低 ！_ _？_ _ 3 _ _ ^ _ _L _ 
I .使用信用卡地位超然 ！_ _？_ _ 3 _ _ ^ _ _L _ 
j .人有我有，人用我用 ！ _ _？ _ _ 3 _ _ ^ _ _ L . 
K .不夠現金 ！_ _？ _ _ 3 _ _ ^ _ _ L . 
L.每使用該信用卡便能對某團體有貢獻(如適用） N/A 1 _ _ 2 _ _ 3 _ _ 4 _ _ ^ 
M.使用該信用卡可得優惠 ！__？__？__^__L _ 
^其他，請說明 |N/A| 1 2 3 4 ， 5 
7.你主要從哪一途徑認識你所持有的信用卡 
a )預先批核 b)你現時所用銀行的宣傳 
c )親友推薦 d)信用卡公司於公眾傳播媒介的宣傳 





a) 0% b) l%-10% c) 11%- 25% 
d) 26% - 50% e) 51%-75% f) 76%-100% 
10.你現時每月經常把信用卡結欠留待下月淸還嗎？ 
a)從不(請往答第12題） b)有時，但不多 C )多數 d )每月都會 
11.你現時留待下月淸還的信用卡總結欠，每月平均爲多少？(以港幣計算） 
a) $1，000以下 b) $ 1,000-2,499 ‘ c) $ 2,500 - 4,999 
d) $ 5,000 - 7,499 e) $ 7,500 - 9,999 f) $10,000- 14,999 
g) $15,000- 19,999 i) $20，000或以上 
12.你的信用卡申請是否曾被拒絕過？ 
a ) 有 一 原 因 
b ) 沒 有 
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13.請根據你每月平均的日常開支，排列以下各項（以1爲最小，7爲最大開支） 
A .外出用膳 _ _ 
B.娛樂(例如看電影，卡拉ok，酒吧消費等） _ _ 
C . 衣履 _ _ 




14.性別 a )男 b )女 
1 5 .年齡 
a) 18歲以下 b) 1 8 - 2 5歲 c) 26-35 歲 
d) 36 -45 歲 e) 46-55 歲 f) 55歲以上 
16.職業（若有兼職，則只需答主要職業） 
a ) 待 業 b )家庭主婦 c ) 學生 d )專業人士 e ) 公 務 員 
f ) 文職人員 g ) 藍 領 h )技術人員 i )勞動職工 
j)其他，請說明 
17.你在香港的長期居所爲 
a ) 親屬租住 b )自置物業 c )公司宿舍 d )租住 
e )其他，請說 明 
18.學歷： 
a)小學程度或以下 b )中學程度 c )大專或大學程度 d )硏究院或以上 
19.請問你每月的平均收入是多少？(以港幣計算) 
a) $ 1,000以下 b) $ 1,000- 4,999 c) $ 5,000- 9,999 
d) $10,000- 19,999 e) $20,000 - 29,999 f) $30,000 - 39,999 
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